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Reviewer's report:

There is need further information about:

1. How long has it become cadaver?

2. Whether the same preservation technique on all cadaver?

3. There was no known activity in life of those cadavers, which may affect the elasticity of the ligaments

4. Need a more detailed explanation of the data in table 2 and table 3, namely:
   What is the mean of value of each plantar flexi -30, -20 and -10?

5. In the discussion it should be mentioned that the assessment technique, does not consider the element of gravity, weight bearing, and muscle activity

6. It should be mentioned also that the posture of foot during life, can affect the degree of CFL (pes planus/pes cavus)

7. The data obtained from this study are fairly important data, which can be developed in in vivo research, on biomechanical research of variations in ankle joint forms (impact on foot health problem)

A tool used to assess the flexibility of the ligaments, is less clearly described

It should be described the shape and how was the tool work.

In discussion need to be added whether the difference of result of this research with research which has been done by: P. Kitsoulis, A. Marini, A. Pseftinakou, concerning Morphological study of the calcaneofibular ligament in cadavers.

The length of the ligaments in the results table should be given a clearer explanation.

The results of this study are useful for estimating risk factors for ankle injury, and need to be continued in vivo
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